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A. CHANGES DURING THE CERTIFICATION PERIOD

When changes occur within the certification period that affect the household’s eligibility or the amount of the benefit allotment, the agency must act to adjust the household’s benefit level. The responsibility for changes lies with both the recipient household and the local department of social services. The household must report certain changes in income and household status; the local department of social services must act to make adjustments in entitlement and benefit level based on reported changes and for changes the agency initiates. Households certified for seven months or longer must file an Interim Report about their circumstances during the certification period except households certified through the VaCAP or ESAP component.

1. Changes that Must Be Reported

The length of the certification period determines change-reporting requirements for each household.

a. Certification periods - one to four months
   Households certified up to four months must report the following items:
   • Change in household composition with members moving in or out of the SNAP household;
   • Change in the household’s residence and shelter costs that result from a move;
   • Change in legally obligated child support paid outside the household;
   • Receipt of lottery or gambling winnings of $4,250 or more;
   • Change if the number of hours worked per week for persons who are subject to time-limited benefits is less than 20 hours per week.
   • Change of more than $125 in the amount of income;
   • Change in the source of income including starting or stopping a job; and
   • Changing from full-time to part-time status or from part-time to full-time status.
   The household does not have to report changes in TANF income for a Virginia TANF case.

b. Certification periods – five months or longer
   With the exception of households that receive benefits through the Transitional Benefits component for former TANF recipients or certified through VaCAP, households certified for five months or longer must report the following items:
   • Receipt of lottery or gambling winnings of $4,250 or more;
   • Change if the number of hours worked per week for persons who are subject to time-limited benefits is less than 20 hours per week; and
   • The total income exceeds the gross income limit based on household size as established as of certification, the Interim Report evaluation, or a change reported during the certification period. The income limits are:
### Household Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household Size</th>
<th>Monthly Amount</th>
<th>Weekly Amount</th>
<th>Bi-Weekly Amount</th>
<th>Semi-monthly Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$ 2,265</td>
<td>$ 526.74</td>
<td>$1,053.48</td>
<td>$ 1,132.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3,052</td>
<td>709.76</td>
<td>1,419.53</td>
<td>1,526.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3,839</td>
<td>892.79</td>
<td>1,785.58</td>
<td>1,919.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4,625</td>
<td>1,075.58</td>
<td>2,151.16</td>
<td>2,312.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5,412</td>
<td>1,258.60</td>
<td>2,517.20</td>
<td>2,706.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6,199</td>
<td>1,441.62</td>
<td>2,883.25</td>
<td>3,099.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6,985</td>
<td>1,624.41</td>
<td>3,248.83</td>
<td>3,492.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7,772</td>
<td>1,807.44</td>
<td>3,614.88</td>
<td>3,886.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional members</td>
<td>+787</td>
<td>+183.02</td>
<td>+366.04</td>
<td>+393.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. ESAP households must report the following changes during the certification period:
   • Changes to household composition;
   • If a household member receives earned income during the certification period; and
   • Lottery and gambling winnings of $4,250 or more.

2. **Time Required and Methods for Reporting Changes**

   Households must report required changes listed above within 10 calendar days from the date the change occurs or, at the latest, 10 days into the next month after the month the change occurs.

   Households may report changes using the Change Report form, by telephone, by personal contact, by mail, or electronically. The household may also report a change of its circumstances with the filing of the Interim Report. A household member, an authorized representative, or any person having knowledge of the household's circumstances may report the change to any staff member of the local department of social services. When the household reports the change by mail, the report will be timely as long as the postmark of the letter is within the required 10-day period regardless of when the local department of social services receives the information.

   During the interview, the worker must advise applicants:
   • the responsibility to report changes;
   • when changes needed to be reported;
   • how to report changes;
   • the changes that need to be reported; and
   • the telephone number of the local office and, if necessary, a toll-free number or a number for accepting collect calls from households outside the local calling area.

   The local department of social services must provide the Change Report form to each household at initial application, reapplication, and when the household size changes. Additionally, the local department of social services must provide the form at recertification, if the household needs another form, whenever the household returns a form, or reports a change in the number of household members.
3. **Local Agency Action on Changes** (7 CFR 273.12(c), 273.2(f))

Except when households receive Transitional Benefits for former TANF recipients, the agency must act promptly to terminate or to adjust benefits when changes in household circumstances are reported by recipient households, including information about an upcoming or future change reported at application/renewal or through the interim report. For changes that will occur in the future, the agency is encouraged to use electronic or manual reminders to adjust the benefit level or a household’s eligibility for benefits timely when the change finally occurs. For Transitional Benefits cases, the EW must input changed information during the Transitional Benefits period but grant benefits in the frozen amount calculated when the TANF case closed by overriding a calculated benefit amount. (See Part XII.H.)

The SNAP case must reflect the following changes:
- changes reported by the household;
  - If the household reports an address change, the agency must inquire about shelter costs that result from the move. If the household fails to provide new shelter costs, the agency must remove existing shelter costs from the SNAP calculations.
- changes put into VaCMS to meet reporting or policy requirements of another program;
- changes to prevent duplicate participation; and
- changes that are considered verified upon receipt, such as information about the removal of a child from the home by a foster care worker or information from a drug treatment center that says a client moved.

Other information may become known to the agency through other means than listed above. If the change is one that the household was required to report, the agency must act on the information. If the change is a change that was not required to be reported, the agency must hold the information and evaluate it at the next interim report or renewal, whichever comes first.

The Appendix to this chapter contains charts that outline the procedures for handling changes reported or discovered during the certification period.

The agency has 10 days from the date the agency learns of a change to act on the new information. When the reported change requires a reduction, termination or suspension of benefits, the EW must issue an advance notice within 10 calendar days, beginning with the date the agency receives the change, unless one of the exemptions for mailing the notice in Part XIV.D is applicable. In these cases, depending on the change, the agency must send an adequate notice if a notice is required at all.

Part III.F contains required agency actions needed in response to information obtained through IEVS. The household or the source of information must verify unverified information received through IEVS. If the agency opts to obtain verification from the household, the agency must request the information and allow the household 10 days to respond, as allowed in section d below.
If the household reports the addition of a new member, that person may not be included in the allotment until the agency knows the income and resource information about the individual.

a. **Required Supplemental Allotments**

If the reported change requires an increase in the household's benefits, the change must be reflected no later than the first allotment issued ten (10) days after the date the change was reported. However, if the increase in benefits is a result of the addition of a new household member, or is the result of a decrease of $50 or more in the household's gross monthly income, the agency must reflect the change no later than the month following the month in which the change was reported. If it is too late in the month to adjust the upcoming month's allotment, it will be necessary to issue a supplementary allotment by the 10th of the upcoming month.

b. **Voluntary Supplemental Allotments**

At its option, the local agency may give a supplemental allotment for individual household changes in the month of the changes. The agency may not give supplemental allotments for household composition changes. The agency may give supplemental allotments for income reductions or increased shelter, medical or dependent care expenses.

If the agency opts to provide supplements, the agency must give the supplements for all similar situations, e.g., medical expenses more than $100, loss of income or income reductions of $200 or more, etc.

c. **Changes and Verification**

Households may need to verify information that changes during the certification period. See Part III.E for a discussion of verification requirements for changes unrelated to the Interim Report process. See Part XIV.C.2.c for a discussion of verification requirements for changes related to the Interim Report.

d. **Contacting the Household**

Whenever the agency learns of a change or a potential change in the household's circumstances during the certification period, the local agency must determine the impact of the change on the household's eligibility and benefit level based on the information reported. The EW must initiate the review of the change within ten days of the notification of the change.

1) **Informal Contact**

Depending on the source of the information reported, as addressed above, and the completeness of the report, the EW may need to contact the household for additional information or clarification. If the EW is unable to determine the impact of the information as reported, the EW should
contact the household by telephone or letter/memo to clarify the information. If the EW is unable to obtain clarification, the EW must address the information at renewal or the interim evaluation, whichever is first.

2) Request for Contact
Upon receipt of unclear or unverified information, additional information will be needed before the worker may act on the information. The worker must pursue clarification and verification, if appropriate. The worker must assess:

- If the information is fewer than 60 days old;
- Whether the household would be required to report the information based on the household’s reporting requirement, if the information was accurate; or
- If the information significantly conflicts with information presented at certification.

If these conditions apply, the worker must send the household the Request for Contact. The Request for Contact must also be sent when mail is returned by the post office as undeliverable. The worker must complete the form to request information or to request that the household complete an action within ten calendar days. The worker must not send the Request for Contact to evaluate changes the household is not required to report or that do not meet one of the four instances for responding to changes immediately, as outlined above in section 2. See Part XXIV for the Request for Contact form.

Timely Response - No change Reported
If the household responds timely to the Request for Contact form and there are no changes in the household’s circumstances, the worker must take no other case action related to the change report.

Timely Response - Changes Reported
The worker must send the household a Request for Contact form when a household must clarify its situation or provide additional information as indicated above. The household has ten days to provide the requested information. If the household responds to the agency request for information within the ten-day limit and reports changes in its circumstances, the agency must evaluate the changed information within ten days of receiving the information. If the change results in an increased allotment, the worker must send the Notice of Action to show the allotment change for the next month. If the agency provides voluntary supplemental allotments for similarly reported changes, the worker must approve the supplemental allotment for the current month, in addition to the change for the next month. If the change results in a reduction or termination of benefits, the worker must send the household the Advance Notice of Proposed Action or the Notice of Action to allow a minimum of ten days for the household to appeal before the reduction or termination becomes effective.

Untimely Response - No Changes
The worker must send a SNAP household a Request for Contact form when a household must clarify its situation or provide additional information as indicated above. The household has ten days to provide the requested
information. If the household does not respond within the ten-day period, the worker must send the household an *Advance Notice of Proposed Action* or *Notice of Action* to close the case. If the household responds before the effective date of the closure and there are no changes in the household’s circumstances, the worker must rescind the adverse action notice and reinstate the case.

**Untimely Response - Changes Reported**

The worker must send a household a *Request for Contact* form when a household must clarify its situation or provide additional information as indicated above. The household has ten days to provide the requested information. If the household does not respond within the ten-day period, the worker must send the household an *Advance Notice of Proposed Action* or *Notice of Action* to close the case. If the household responds after the reporting period but before the effective date of the closure, and reports changes to its circumstances, the agency must review the change report and determine the impact, if any, on the household’s eligibility or benefit level. If the household remains entitled to an allotment in spite of the information, the worker must send a *Notice of Change* to increase benefits from zero to the revised amount.

**No Response to the Request for Contact**

If the household does not respond to the request for information by the tenth day, the worker must send the household an adverse action notice to close the case. The basis for the case’s closure will be the household’s failure to provide clarification.

If the contact request form is undeliverable by the post office because of the address, the worker must send the contact request to the new address, if one is supplied by the post office and the new address is in the same Virginia locality as the worker taking the action. If a returned address indicates that the household is no longer in the locality, the worker must close the case. Depending on when the changes occurred in a household’s circumstances, the agency might need to file a claim for benefits that the household incorrectly received.

e. **Suspension**

When changes cause a household to become ineligible and it appears that the ineligibility will be temporary, the agency may suspend benefits for one month rather than close the case. The worker must send an *Advance Notice of Proposed Action* to suspend unless the change meets one of the exceptions for sending the notice. After the month of suspension, if ineligibility continues, the worker must close the case. The agency must send another *Advance Notice of Proposed Action*. If the ineligibility is indeed temporary, the worker must reinstate the case effective the month following the suspension.

4. **Changes in Public Assistance** *(7 CFR 273.12(f))*

The provisions described in this section do not apply to households converting to Transitional Benefits when a TANF case closes. If a change for a PA case requires
either a reduction or termination in public assistance benefits and reduction or termination in SNAP benefits, the agency must issue a single *Advance Notice of Proposed Action* for both the public assistance and SNAP actions.

If the household requests a fair hearing within the period provided by the *Advance Notice of Proposed Action*, the agency must continue the household's SNAP benefits on the basis authorized immediately before sending the notice. The household must reapply for SNAP benefits if the certification period expires before the fair hearing process is over however. If the household does not appeal, the change goes into effect according to the procedures specified in Part XIV.A.2.

If any household's benefits will increase as a result of the reduction or termination of public assistance benefits, the worker must not take any action to increase the household's SNAP benefits until the household decides whether it will appeal the public assistance adverse action. If the household decides to appeal and its PA benefits continue, the household's SNAP benefits must continue at the previous allotment amount. If the household does not appeal, the worker must make the change effective according to the procedures in Part XIV.A.2 except the date the notification of the change is received is the day after the date the Public Assistance *Advance Notice of Proposed Action* expires.

If a change results in the termination of a household's PA benefits and the worker does not have enough information to determine how the change affects the household's SNAP eligibility or benefit level, the worker must take the following action:

a. When the worker sends the PA *Advance Notice of Proposed Action* the worker must wait until the notice period expires or until the household requests a fair hearing, whichever occurs first. If the household requests a fair hearing and the PA benefits continue pending the appeal, the household's SNAP benefits must continue at the previous benefit amount.

b. If a PA *Advance Notice of Proposed Action* is not required or the household decides not to request a fair hearing or continuation of PA benefits, the worker must send the household a *Request for Contact* form to seek information or clarification from the household. If the household does not respond within ten days, the worker must send an adverse action notice to close the case.

In jointly processed cases in which the SSI determination results in a denial and the local agency believes that SNAP eligibility or benefit levels may be affected, the local agency must send the *Request for Contact* form for the household to clarify its situation within ten days. The worker must close the case if the household does not respond to the clarification request.

5. **Mass Changes**  (7 CFR 273.12(e))

A mass change is one that affects the entire caseload or significant portions of the caseload. Mass change notices are not required if the change does not affect current benefits such as an increase in net income limits. For mass changes that only affect benefits for a portion of the caseload, the agency may opt to send notices to the
households potentially or actually affected by the change only instead of the entire caseload. These changes could include a mass change in TANF grant amounts. For mass changes that result in a reduction or termination of benefits, the agency does not need to send an *Advance Notice of Proposed Action*. Each household must receive an individual notice that a change will occur however.

A general notice may be used for mass changes. Households must receive the notice no later than the benefit availability date. Minimal information needed on the mass change notice includes:

a. the general nature of the change;
b. examples of the change's effect on allotments;
c. the month in which the change will take effect;
d. the household's right to a fair hearing;
e. the household's right to continue benefits as long as its appeal is filed in a timely manner and the issue appealed is the improper computation of SNAP eligibility or benefits, or the misapplication or misinterpretation of federal law or regulation;
f. general information on whom to contact for additional information; and
g. the liability the household will incur for any overissued benefits if the fair hearing decision is adverse.

Instead of the above notice, the agency may send each household an individual *Notice of Action*.

Mass changes include (7 CFR 273.12(e)):

a. adjustment to the maximum allowable monthly income.
b. adjustment to the shelter cost deduction.
c. adjustments to the dependent care deduction.
d. adjustment of the utility standard.
e. adjustment of the standard deduction.
f. adjustment of the full benefit amount.
g. cost-of-living adjustments in Social Security and SSI benefits.
h. any other cost-of-living adjustments in benefits such as VA or Black Lung when the Home Office notifies local agencies that a change will be a mass change.
i. mass changes to TANF or GR grants.

j. monthly supplements to TANF grants based on the receipt of child support issued at the beginning of the month.

Many of the mass changes listed in this section may be effective on October 1 of each year.

Local and state agencies will receive instructions for implementing mass changes as the changes occur.

6. Failure to Report Changes

Households must report certain changes in circumstances as specified in Part XIV.A. If the EW discovers during the certification period that a household failed to report a change as required and, as a result, received benefits to which it was not entitled, the EW must issue an Advance Notice of Proposed Action and establish a claim against the household according to Part XVII.A if the agency has enough information to determine ineligibility or the new benefit level. If the agency does not have enough information to determine a new benefit level or ineligibility, the EW must send the Request for Contact to allow the household ten days to clarify information or to supply verification. The household must supply information or take required action within ten days or the EW must close the case. The EW will have ten days to act on the change from the date the agency learns of the change.

The agency may not disqualify household members for failing to report a required change unless the agency establishes through investigation that an intentional program violation occurred. In addition, the agency may not file a claim against a household for failure to report a change that it is not required to report.

7. Reductions or Terminations Due to Disqualification (7 CFR 273.11(c)(3)

When the agency determines that an individual is ineligible within the household's certification period, the EW must determine the eligibility or ineligibility of the remaining household members.

a. If a household's benefits are reduced or terminated within a certification period because one of its members was disqualified due to intentional program violation, the EW must notify the remaining members of their eligibility and benefit level at the same time the excluded member is notified of his or her disqualification. The household is not entitled to an Advance Notice of Proposed Action, but may request a fair hearing to contest the reduction or termination of benefits, unless the household has already had a hearing on the amount of the claim.

b. If a household's benefits are reduced or terminated within the certification period because one or more of its members is disqualified, as addressed in Part XII.E, the EW must issue an Advance Notice of Proposed Action that
informs the household of the disqualification, the reason for the disqualification, the eligibility and benefit level of the remaining members and the actions the household must take to end the disqualification, if appropriate.

8. Retention of Cases When Households Temporarily Leave Project Area

The provisions of this section will not apply to households with active TANF, Refugee Assistance, or Medicaid cases if the agency transfers a TANF or Refugee Assistance case.

When a participating household is forced to seek temporary housing outside the city/county of usual residence, but still in Virginia, the original locality may, at its option, keep the SNAP case in an active status for up to two calendar months after the move to another Virginia locality. The local department must transfer the SNAP case at the end of the second month if the household does not return to the original locality, provided the household maintains contact with the agency. The agency must transfer the case even if the household intends to return to the locality.

Changes to reflect the new address, shelter costs, income, household composition, or any other reported changes must be acted on and verified, if necessary, in accordance with the "Local Agency Action on Changes" section of this chapter and Part III.E.

The EW should consider the distance to the household's temporary address in deciding to keep a case active after the move from the locality. If the distance and/or other concerns such as inadequate transportation would hinder continued participation, the EW should transfer the case. The EW must close the case if the household requests closure.

This policy only applies to ongoing cases, including households due for recertification. Newly applying and reapplying households must file applications in the current locality of residence. If the household moves while an application (new or reapplication) is pending, the original locality must determine eligibility for the month of application and any other month during which the household was in the locality on the first day of the month and then transfer the case.

9. Transfer of SNAP Cases

When a household moves from one Virginia locality to another, beyond a temporary move as addressed in subsection 8 of this chapter, the agency must generally transfer the case to the other Virginia locality. Agencies must work cooperatively to ensure that there is no break in certification and the issuance of benefits for affected households or that households are not referred to the original office to file applications, Interim Reports, etc. once they visit or make other contact with the new office.

a. Cases to Be Transferred

The transferring agency may generally transfer any certified, ongoing SNAP case with at least one month remaining in the certification period. These cases may
include regularly certified cases and cases receiving transitional benefits. The transferring agency must complete any processes related to the Interim Report and postponed verifications for applications certified under expedited service processing.

If a household moves while an application/renewal is pending, the transferring agency must process the application and generate benefits for any month the household was residing in the locality. After the application has been processed, the transferring agency must transfer the case to the new locality.

In some instances, an agency may request a closed case file when a household reapplies for benefits in another locality. The transferring agency must also honor the request for a closed case file and transfer the case file promptly.

b. Cases that Cannot Be Transferred

Local departments of social services must not transfer SNAP cases in the following instances:

- The household moves from a Virginia locality to another state. The EW must close the case.
- There is a pending application/renewal. The original agency must process the application. The agency must secure sufficient information to process the application.
- A case is suspended because of ineligibility unrelated to the move from the locality that is projected to last one month. Resolve the issues that lead to the projected ineligibility and then either close the case or transfer it to the new locality.
- The Interim Report process is incomplete. Resolve any issues related to the Interim Report. Transfer the case if the household remains eligible after evaluation of the Interim Report. If the household contacts the new locality without having submitted the Interim Report, the new locality should provide the Interim Report. If the completed Interim Report and needed verification are provided to the new locality, both the interim and verification must be forwarded to the original locality.
- There is a loss of contact with the household but the agency has information that the household no longer resides in the locality.

c. Case Transfer Process for the Transferring Agency

Within five working days after being notified that a household has moved from the locality, the EW must complete a desk review of the case. The desk review is to ensure that documents are properly filed; the record is complete and orderly; and that documentation of case actions is complete. The EW must also review the
accuracy of the benefit amount in relation to the reported move. **The EW must complete the address change and other changes such as household composition, income or shelter expense changes that result from the move or reported before the move occurs. If the household fails to provide new shelter costs, the agency must remove existing shelter costs from the SNAP calculations.** The EW must provide sufficient documentation to advise the receiving agency to initiate claims collection activities after the transfer occurs. The case documentation must also support ongoing collection actions.

While the assessment of the case must take place within five days of the reported move, there are instances when the transferring agency must wait a month before completing the transfer. The final assessment of the case must take place after handling postponed verifications for an expedited case or after processing the interim report. The final assessment of the case may take place as late as a month after the report of the move.

If the household reports changes in household circumstances, verification of the changed elements may be needed before the second month, by the next recertification, or for the Interim Report, depending on the impact of the changes on the allotment. Verification will be needed before the second month if the SNAP benefit will increase because of the reported changes. The transferring agency must notify the household on the **Notice of Action** that reflects the allotment change to provide the new verifications to the new agency. The transferring agency must also notify the receiving agency on the **Case Record Transfer Form** to obtain the verification or change the allotment back to the original amount.

The EW must complete the **Case Record Transfer Form** and forward it to the receiving agency. The transferring agency must transfer the entire case file. At its option, the agency may keep photocopied or other duplicates of case documents. The transferring agency may not keep any of the original documents from the case file except when the transferring and receiving agency both use a compatible electronic filing system or when there is an ongoing claims investigation in which case the agency may keep applicable case information and send a copy of the documents to the receiving agency or make arrangements to secure the necessary documents later from the receiving agency.

The EW must complete a **Notice of Transfer** form to notify the household of the transfer of the case. The EW must send the Notice of Transfer to the household along with a **Change Report** form.

The transferring agency must deliver the intact case file to the receiving agency by certified mail, by authorized courier service, or hand delivery by local agency personnel. The transferring agency must obtain a receipt for the case file from the receiving agency. Note: If the transferring and receiving agency both use a compatible electronic filing system, the transferring agency may share the case information electronically if that is acceptable to the receiving agency. If the receiving agency does not use an electronic filing system, the transferring agency must print the case information and send the documents to the receiving agency.
d. Case Transfer Process for the Receiving Agency

Within five days of receiving a case file transferred from another Virginia locality, the receiving agency must review the case file and determine the continued eligibility and benefit level. The household is not required to report or verify any eligibility elements that may have changed as a result of the move beyond the mandatory reporting elements (i.e., income that exceeds the gross income level and number of work hours for persons whose benefits would be time-limited).

The receiving agency will be responsible for all future processes related to the transferred case, including such actions as but not limited to, sending the Notice of Expiration for the end of the certification period, receiving applications for continued benefits, establishing claims or providing restoration, or responding to quality assurance or hearing officer requests.

The receiving agency must not return a case transferred to it unless the case was sent to the incorrect locality. The receiving agency must not return a case even if the case was not eligible for transfer as noted in section b above.

B. CHANGES REPORTED BY AN APPLICANT HOUSEHOLD WHILE AN APPLICATION IS PENDING

Households must report required changes, as outlined in Part XIV.A.1, no later than 10 days after receiving the Notice of Action to approve the application. If households report any changes before the application is processed however, the EW must act on that information using the following steps.

1. Assess the information to determine applicability to the month of application or a subsequent period.

2. Determine if verification is needed. If verification of the element is needed, as per Part III.A and Part III.E, request the information from the household. Send a revised verification checklist, allowing the household 10 days to supply the verification.

If this 10-day period would cause the application to be held more than 30 days, extend the processing time, even if all other verification/information has already been provided. If the household provides the verification on or before the 10th day, the household would receive benefits for the month of application. (Code the delay in processing as Agency Delay so that the household may receive benefits for the month of application, provided the verification is provided by the 30th day or the 10th day noted above.)

3. If the change is reported after Day 30 so that the processing period has already been extended, the household would still get 10 days to provide the additional information. Benefits would be prorated back to the date of the request for the additional information if the verification is provided on or before the 10th day instead of prorating from the date when the final element was verified.
4. Once the changed element has been verified, the new information must be factored in the benefit calculation for the month of application as well as any months that follow the application month. Eligibility and benefit level for the household must be based on the income and expenses already received/reported as well as elements that are anticipated with reasonable certainty to occur during the month.

5. There will be instances when the change will not affect the application month. Such an instance would be when there is a change in the household’s composition. Part XIII.A.1 requires that household composition must be evaluated as of the application date so that any change to the household’s membership would be reflected the month after the month of the change. This restriction would also include any associated changes such as calculating the income or personal deductions for a specific member.

6. The application must be denied if the household fails to verify the new elements or the items requested originally.

C. INTERIM REPORT FILING

All households must file an Interim Report by the sixth or twelfth month of the certification period unless they are exempt from filing as noted below. In instances where households lose ESAP eligibility, the Interim Report may be due by month 24. Household composition and financial circumstances at the time of application will be the basis of the SNAP benefit amount for the first half of the certification period unless the household reports a change during the certification period before the Interim Report period. Household composition and financial circumstances reported on the Interim Report will be the basis of the SNAP benefit amount for the remainder of the certification period unless the household reports additional changes after filing the Interim Report.

1. Exemption from Filing

The following households are exempt from filing Interim Reports:

a. Households with certification periods of six months or less which may include:
   1) Households with unstable or changeable circumstances, such as homeless households and households with migrant or seasonal farm workers.
   2) Households that receive Transitional Benefits for former TANF recipients.

b. Households with certification periods of 12 months or less if all household members are elderly or permanently disabled and there is no earned income.

c. Households certified through VaCAP or ESAP.

2. Interim Reporting Filing

The Virginia Department of Social Services will generate and mail Interim Reports to certified households for which the sixth or twelfth month of the certification period is the following month. A list of cases sent the Interim Report each month and a copy of individual reports are available online.
a. Household Responsibilities  
The household must:
- Complete the Interim Report and return it to the local department of social services by the fifth day of the sixth or twelfth month. Any responsible household member or authorized representative may complete the Interim Report.
- Supply verification of changed elements.
- Provide additional information or verifications, as requested, within 10 days of the request.

b. Agency Responsibilities  
The local department of social services must:
- Assess Interim Report forms returned from households for completeness, accompanied verifications and reported changes.
  - Remove all shelter expenses if the household fails to declare shelter expenses that result from a move reported on the Interim Report.
  - Give no allowance for unverified or undeclared expenses. Leave the prior child support payment amount in place but remove all existing shelter expense amounts.
- Assess and act on returned Interim Report forms:
  - Interim Report forms returned on or by the 20th of the sixth/twelfth month (or the 18th or 19th of February, as appropriate), complete the assessment and reinstate the case to provide benefits timely for month seven/thirteen for eligible households.
  - Interim Report forms returned after the 20th of the sixth/twelfth month (or after the 18th or 19th of February, as appropriate), complete the assessment and reinstate the case to provide benefits within 10 days of receipt, as all other reports of changes. Workers are encouraged to take action promptly to avoid case closures and delay of benefits. (See Part XIV.A.2.)
  - Evaluate and act on completed interim report forms returned in month seven/thirteen after closure of a case. If eligible for benefits, reinstate the case without requiring the household to reapply.
    - Provide benefits, as allowed in section d. below, after determining the cause of the delay.
    - Require the household to reapply for benefits if the household returns the interim report after month seven/thirteen.
- Send the Interim Report Form - Request for Action form
  - If the household fails to return a completed Interim Report timely. Send the Interim Report Form-Request for Action by the 15th of the month when the Interim Report is missing. Provide another Interim Report if the household requests it.
  - If the returned Interim Report is incomplete or lacks required verifications of reported income changes and the worker is unable to obtain information from the household by telephone or other household contact. Send the original Interim Report to the
Household along with the *Interim Report Form-Request for Action* if information is not obtained.

- If the returned Interim Report lacks a signature. Send the original Interim Report to the household.
  - The household will have 10 days to supply information, verification, or to complete the form, even if the 10-day period expires after the case should automatically close.
  - Photocopy an incomplete Interim Report before sending the form back to the household.
- If the household fails to return an Interim Report or fails to return a completed Interim Report by the VaCMS cutoff of month six/twelve, the case will automatically close at the end of the sixth or twelfth month, as appropriate. The local department must send an adequate notice before closure of the case if the household fails to submit a completed Interim Report. The local department must also send an adequate notice before closure of the case if the household fails to take required actions or to supply requested verifications.

### Incomplete Interim Reports

The Interim Report is incomplete if:

- The case name, head of the household, responsible household member or authorized representative has not signed the form;
- The household fails to answer each question or fails to submit verification of income; or
- The household fails to provide information needed to determine eligibility or benefit level, such as failing to note if changes have occurred in household composition or the address.

The worker must use reasonable judgement to determine if the Interim Report is incomplete. For example, if the household indicates that no changes have occurred for income but supplies new pay stubs, the report is complete. Consider the Interim Report complete even if the household fails to:

- Provide proof of reported changes in its child support obligation or the amount paid; or
- Declare new shelter expenses that result from a move to a new residence.

### Verification Requirements

In order to determine eligibility for the second half of a certification period, the household must provide the following:

- Proof of changed income amounts, (≥ $100) or source changes, including starting or stopping. The agency must request sufficient income verification that will allow a reasonable monthly estimate of the income expected.

Note: The household does not need to submit verification of self-employment or contract income that has been averaged or verify exempt income or resources.
Proof of other elements. The household may need to verify other eligibility elements reported on the Interim Report, as needed.

d. Calculation of Benefits

The agency must:

- Determine a household’s continued eligibility and benefit level effective the seventh or thirteenth month based on information provided through the Interim Report or generated through systems inquiries if the source generated and verifies the information.
- Determine the date of receipt of the Interim Report or required verification if it is received in month seven/thirteen.
- Determine who caused the delay. A delay will be agency-caused if agency actions contribute to a delay in the return of the Interim Report (such as an incorrect address) or if the initial request for verification or information is delayed so that the 10-day period to return the information extends into month seven/thirteen.
  - Agency Delay: Provide benefits for month seven/thirteen in full without proration.
  - Household delay: Prorate benefits for month seven/thirteen from the date when the Interim Report is submitted or when the last required verification or information element is provided.
- Reinstatethe case after the evaluation of the Interim Report; and
- Provide an adequate notice to the household, as appropriate, of ineligibility or the benefit calculation for the second half of the certification period that results from the evaluation of the Interim Report.

D. ADVANCE NOTICE OF PROPOSED ACTION

The household must receive written notice prior to any action to reduce or terminate benefits within the certification period. The advance notice period is 10 days and begins with the day following the date the local department gives or mails the notice to the household. The agency may use the Notice of Action for this purpose, unless benefits in both TANF and SNAP are reduced or terminated simultaneously. In that case, the local department may use the Advance Notice of Proposed Action. Both forms and instructions are in Part XXIV.

Neither an advance notice nor an adequate notice is necessary when (7 CFR 273.13(b)):

1. All members of the household have died.

2. The household has moved from the locality, except in those situations where the agency transfers the case or opts to retain the case as allowed by Part XIV.A.7.

3. Restoration of benefits is complete and the household had previous notification when the increased benefits would terminate.

4. The allotment fluctuates monthly due to anticipated changes and the household had prior notice at the time of certification.
5. Simultaneous applications were made for TANF/GR and SNAP benefits and the household was notified that receipt of financial assistance could reduce the benefit level.

6. A household is given a normal certification period under expedited service contingent on the receipt of postponed verification, provided the household receives written notice that benefits may be reduced or terminated upon receipt of the postponed verification or if verifications postponed are not received.

7. A household's benefits increased based on a reported change and later decreased to the original amount when the household fails to provide verification, provided the local department advised the household at the time of the increase. (See Part XIV.A.2.)

8. All members have moved into an ineligible institution (one that does not meet the requirements of Part VII.C.1a-d).

9. The household voluntarily requests to end its SNAP benefits or requests to end Transitional Benefits and makes the request in writing or in the presence of a worker. If the household does not provide a written request, the local department must send the household a letter to confirm the voluntary withdrawal.

10. A participating household fails to respond to a demand letter requesting repayment of a claim and the local department initiates benefit reduction.

11. A household is converted from cash and/or a voluntary benefit repayment of a claim to benefit reduction. (See Part XVII.F.)

In instances where the agency does not need to send a notice if the household had prior notice of the change, the agency must send an advance notice if the household did not receive a notice.

In addition, the advance notice is not necessary when the household reports a change before the beginning of the certification period even though the Notice of Action to inform the household of approval may have already been sent.

Example

A household files for recertification and approved on July 18. The worker provides a Notice of Action on this same day. The new certification period is to begin August 1. On July 25, the household reports a change that would decrease the benefits for August. The Advance Notice of Proposed Action is not required. Instead, provide a revised Notice of Action.

The advance notice may be retracted if it is mailed by mistake. It may also be retracted if it becomes unnecessary because the household's situation changes during the advance notice period. The household must be informed of the retraction.

If an advance notice is mailed giving erroneous information, a corrected notice must be mailed. If the new allotment will be more than that which the household has already been told, continue with
the original effective date. If the new allotment amount will be less than that which the household has already been told, begin the 10-day advance notice period again.

**Example**

An advance notice is mailed on October 20 to decrease benefits to $50. The new amount should have been $45. A corrected notice is mailed on October 25.

Decrease benefits to $50 effective November 1. Decrease benefits to $45 effective December 1.

E. **ADEQUATE NOTICE**

Adequate notice of a change in benefits is by the time the changed benefits are received by the household, or by the time the benefits would have been received if the case had not been closed. The *Notice of Action* may be used for this purpose. The form and instructions are in Part XXIV.

Adequate notice is necessary in the following situations:

1. Certain mass changes take place. (See Part XIV.A.4.)

2. A waiver to an *Advance Notice of Proposed Action* is signed because continuing the original benefit amount will result in a claim for which the household may be required to repay. The worker must explain to the household that it is the household’s choice whether or not to sign the waiver.

3. Benefit reduction is invoked when a participating household responds to a demand letter by requesting renegotiation of the repayment schedule but the agency determines renegotiation is not warranted. (See Part XVII.F.)

4. The person is a resident of a drug or alcoholic treatment center or group living arrangement and the facility loses its FNS authorization or its certification from the appropriate state or local agency.

   **Note:** Residents of group living arrangements applying on their own behalf are still eligible to participate.

5. A household member is disqualified for fraud, or the benefits of the remaining household members are reduced or terminated to reflect the disqualification of that household member.

6. The local department determines that, based on reliable information, the household will not be residing in the locality as of the first day of the next month unless the agency opts to retain the case, as allowed by Part XIV.A.7, or unless there is sufficient information to allow the agency to transfer the case, as allowed by Part XIV.A.8.
7. A certified household's address is unknown and mail has been returned by the post office indicating no known forwarding address. The agency must send the Request for Contact in response to the returned, undeliverable mail.

8. A household files a timely request for a fair hearing and requests continuation of benefits in response to a prior notice to reduce or terminate benefits.

9. A household becomes ineligible for Transitional Benefits, such as when it reapplys for TANF assistance.

10. The local department completes an evaluation of eligibility and benefit level based on a returned, completed Interim Report.

11. The household files an incomplete Interim Report or the household failed to submit a completed Interim Report.
CHANGES IN INCOME, DEDUCTIONS, RESOURCES

Within 10 days of the report from one of the four sources listed in Part XIV.A.2, the EW must:

- Determine the amount:
  - Income: Frequency, rate, dates of receipt
  - Deductions: Frequency, amounts, due dates, entitlement

- Include in existing calculations to determine continued eligibility and benefit level.

- Compare to gross/net income standards, resource or deduction maximum, as appropriate.

After change evaluation, is the household still eligible?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Send 10-day advance notice if the benefits decrease. Verification needed at recertification.</td>
<td>Send 10-day advance notice to close case or to suspend case for one month. Verify information if questionable.</td>
<td>Household must clarify or verify change within 10 days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send Notice of Action if the benefits increase. Verify new information before Month 2. If not verified, amount is returned to the original amount.</td>
<td>Contact the household informally. If the household does not respond or take sufficient action, consider the information at recertification or for the interim, whichever is first.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The agency must normally make changes for the month after the month the change is reported. Except for household composition changes, the agency may give supplemental allotments for reevaluations made in the month of the change. The agency may authorize supplemental allotments at its discretion. If the agency makes voluntary supplements, the local agency must provide supplements for all comparable changes.
CHANGES IN HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION

New Household Member Reported - Is person required to be in the household?

YES

Determine the eligibility of the new person and the household

Screen:
New person subject to work requirement exhausted SNAP entitlement?
New person known to agency/system?
New person disqualified?
New person included in another case?

YES

Disqualification period must end. Person must be removed from old case before adding to new case, if eligible.

NO

Does household request new person be added to the unit?

YES

Does person have income/resources/expenses?

YES

Determine amounts
Add new income/resources/deductions to household budget to determine the household’s eligibility and benefit level.
Add person to case for next month.
Verification of income or questionable information required before month 2 if allotment increases.

NO

NO

Evaluate as separate household IF food is purchased and prepared separately

Add person to case for next month.

NO

NO

Does person have income/resources/expenses?

YES

Determine amounts
Add new income/resources/deductions to household budget to determine the household’s eligibility and benefit level.
Add person to case for next month.

NO

Add person to case for next month.

****************************************************************************************************************************

Other actions due with change evaluation: Alien status established
Student eligibility established

Actions due at recertification: Social Security number obtained or proof of application for number
Work registration completed
Alien registration number obtained

These actions may be discussed and information obtained at the time of the change report however, no negative action may be taken if processes are not completed at this time.